
    

    

How the Move to  
Cloud ERP Presents  
an Opportunity  
for the Channel



The entire end-to-end IT channel, 
from distributors, VARs, SIs to MSPs 
face the realisation that not only 
should their non-business critical  
applications be cloud-based, but the 
more traditionally installed,  
on-premise, enterprise suite of  
applications should follow as a  
matter of urgency.

For channel partners who are  
accustomed to delivering and  
managing traditional, on-premise  
ERP solutions, the move to the cloud 
presents a great opportunity.

While this may divert from their  
traditional model of delivery and a 
pplication management and cause an 
undeniable nervousness in some  
solution providers, the transition to 
hosted, centralised solutions that  
encompass core business  
information from opportunity  
management and CRM, to integrated 
financials and everything in between, 
provides a valuable and distinct  
competitive advantage for SMEs 
through to global enterprises.

The increasing interoperability of best 
of breed solutions through today’s 
modern architecture affords forward 
thinking channel partners the  
opportunity to become a forerunner in 
the new cloud-based market, often by 
joining forces with other vendors  
having specialisms in other practices. 



Harness 
the cloud 

(or not) 

Since the ERP term was first coined in the 90’s by 

Gartner, many system authors have  

invaded the fast growing market and for the last 

10 years, many have struggled with the  

necessary ‘drains up’ re-engineering of their 

entire code base required to suit the technology 

available to us today. And many still do struggle.  

Even decade-old systems are far behind the  

latest developments and cannot take advantage 

of today’s automatic software updates.

Age-old character based legacy systems with 

occasional connectivity for electronic payments, 

remote storage and inadequate integrations 

still proliferate the user community despite the 

many which have had a coat of UI paint in recent 

years in a bid to mask the archaic and outdated 

technologies of the last century. These authors 

as well as their channels and their users, face a 

difficult future. 

As business tools and technologies develop, so 

should the toolkit available to the channel who 

must meet their customers’ needs. In truth, only 

a very select few platforms can provide the  

benefits that most businesses will require to 

grow. Managed applications, with guaranteed 

uptime, that is secure, stable, integrated and up-

dated without effort nor knowledge will quickly 

become the norm. In other words, many of the 

benefits associated with ERP – efficiency, inte-

grated data, reporting and security, can only be 

enhanced by the flexibility and agility of the great 

(white) cloud.



“Hello channel 
partners, may we 
introduce you to 
cloud ERP?”
If you’re considering migrating your current ERP system to the cloud, having the right tools – talent and 

technology in place before moving day - will greatly impact your journey to (and your eventual arrival in) 

the cloud. The numerous benefits of the cloud have been studied, reviewed and well  

documented. From increased performance, lower set-up and operating costs and resources, to  

enhanced access to information, greater security and no need to worry about updates and  

maintenance, no wonder channel partners want in on the action.

Only five years ago, perhaps 1 in 10 IT channel companies were actively involved with providing cloud-

based solutions. As cloud popularity has increased in all areas of business, the market is moving in other 

ways to meet such a cloud delivery model. The buyers of solutions today are buyers of cloud systems for 

their own use. Big-ticket ERP sales successes are becoming rare and vendors that have the full ‘custom 

solution out of the box’ are themselves more so.  With a more App centric delivery model, connectivity 

to the IoT and potentially more software “components” to piece together the  

ultimate customer solution, often the payment methods and profiles change.



For many channel partners, this is another significant change for their business, as the market moves 

towards one based upon monthly service fees and away from the traditional perpetual license amounts 

alongside the often compulsory support and maintenance fees. 

The IT channel faces an exciting and fast changing future where those that have the flexibility to adapt 

to change are the ones that will succeed and grow. For those involved in the channel, with the  

inevitable growth of cloud ERP, their adoption of a vendor who is able to support this model, not only 

through their core solution but who also possess and make available a cloud based development  

toolkit required to deliver rapid solutions, tailor made to their customer needs, in the shortest  

possible timeframe, will be the key to their growth.

But remember, these same channel partners need to choose their tools and their own partners and 

vendors wisely, and they need to be trained to effectively manage the challenges of an organisation’s 

move to the cloud. It’s up to channel partners to act sooner rather than later, as the move to the cloud is 

inevitable.
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About Priority Software 

Priority Software provides flexible, end-to-end business management solutions for organizations of all sizes in a 

wide range of industries, from a fully featured ERP platform serving multinational corporations, to small and growing 

businesses. Recognized by top industry analysts and professionals for its product innovation, Priority improves business 

efficiency and the customer experience, providing real-time access to business data and insights in the cloud, on premise, 

and on-the-go. With offices in the US, UK, Belgium and Israel and a global network of business partners, Priority enables 

10,000 ERP customers in 40 countries to manage and grow their business. 
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